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Yesterday's Movers
Shares End of Day Close % CHG on Day Commodities Yesterday at 17h00 Today at 07h30 % CHG Overnight
Best Performers Gold 1303.29 1298.64 -0.36
Clicks Group Ltd 21275 5.85 Crude WTI 68.46 66.20 -3.30
Foschini Group Ltd/The 19045 5.81 Brent Crude 76.8 75.11 -2.20

Capitec Bank Holdings Ltd 87350 4.77
Currency Yesterday at 17h00 Today at 07h30 % CHG Overnight

Worst Performers EURUSD 1.1655 1.1726 -0.61
Aveng Ltd 43 -10.42 USDZAR 12.5119 12.4541 0.46
ArcelorMittal South Africa Ltd 204 -7.69 GBPZAR 16.6623 16.6132 0.29
Sibanye Gold Ltd 759 -5.13 EURZAR 14.5824 14.6027 -0.14

Indices End of Day Close % CHG on Day Yesterday at 17h00 End of Day Close % CHG Overnight
Shanghai 3176.64 -1.17 NASDAQ 7442.84 7378.46 -0.87
Nikkei 22704.02 -1.12 S&P 500 2724.13 2724.44 0.01
ASX 6032.50 -0.16 FTSE100 7717.66 7877.45 2.07
TOP40 51598.33 0.56 DAX30 12892.70 13169.92 2.15
*Data as at 08:00am
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constitute investment or trade advice of any nature. In no event shall Consilium Securities be liable for any direct, indirect, special or incidental damage resulting from, arising out of, or in connection with 

the use of the information.     

Consilium Securities make no representations or warranties in respect of this report or its content and will not be liable for any loss or damage of any nature arising from this report, the content thereof, 

your reliance thereon, its unauthorised  use or any electronic viruses associated therewith. 

Trading any financial product carries a high level of risk to your capital. Past performance of a financial product does not guarantee future results or returns, Investors and traders are fully responsible for 

the market decisions they make. It is essential for investor and traders to further understand that when trading leveraged products it is possible to lose more than your initial investment.
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The S&P 500 and the Dow eased on Friday after a steep drop in oil prices pressured energy stocks, but losses were limited by gains in chipmakers 

and retail stocks. U.S. crude tumbled 4 percent to settle at $67.88 a barrel after Saudi Arabia and Russia said they were ready to ease supply curbs. 

Asian stocks were mostly higher in afternoon trade on Monday following positive weekend news regarding U.S.-North Korea relations

U.S. consumer references to low prices and 

discounts on household durable goods, cars and 

homes declined to a decade low, according to the 

latest University of Michigan sentiment survey. 

For big-ticket items alone, the measure of buying 

conditions has fallen 13 points over the past two 

months, the most over a similar period since mid-

2011. That helps explain a pickup ininflation 

expectations over the coming year and 

why household sentimenteased to a four-month 

low in May.
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